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BIO

NOTABLE CLIENTS + EVENTS

DJ STEPH HONEY is an emerging, versatile Toronto-based DJ who is willing to take 
her music into unconventional and necessary spaces world-wide. While being a 
music lover is one thing, being a connoisseur of sound, as the best DJs are, is 
another thing altogether. DJ Steph Honey is both. She brings with her a sense of 
style and taste that can be felt in every element of her professional life. She knows 
that the DJ’s job goes beyond mixing and matching. It goes beyond playing what is 
most trendy, most hip, or most mainstream. Her job, and her utmost delight, is 
finding and presenting sounds that transport the listener into a world of pleasure 
they know they want, but which only she can deliver. Such is the alchemy of the 
DJ. Such is the talent of DJ Steph Honey, the one woman you need when you want 
music to sound like magic again.

TIFF - UNDER ARMOUR - NORDSTROM - HUDSON’S BAY - SOHO HOUSE - SEPHORA
ALEXANDER WANG - VICTORIA’S SECRET - NIKE - MASTERCARD - SWAROVSKI  
SHOPPERS DRUG MART BEAUTY BOUTIQUE - REVLON - NEW BALANCE - AERIE
LAS ALCOBAS NAPA VALLEY - BARBIE - PRIDE TORONTO - AGO MASSIVE - NYX 
NBA ALL STAR WEEKEND - NOTABLE AWARDS - MANIFESTO - I HART MUSKOKA



MUSIC

CONTACT/LINKS

Her eclectic taste in music ranges from the pulsing rhythms of Soca music, the 
magic of Disco to nostalgic crowd pleasers. Below you will find links to her mixes 
on all major platforms. The entire collection can be found on Mixcloud.

W: WWW.DJSTEPHHONEY.COM
E: DJSTEPHHONEY@GMAIL.COM

INSTAGRAM

MIXCLOUD - SPOTIFY - ITUNES PODCAST

http://www.djstephhoney.com
mailto:DJSTEPHHONEY@GMAIL.COM
https://www.instagram.com/djstephhoney/
https://www.mixcloud.com/djstephhoney/
https://open.spotify.com/show/3GKReDeeJssKOR9e2N2hDH?si=PwMZ5fYDS620g3xs7M3g8Q
https://podcasts.apple.com/ca/podcast/the-dj-steph-honey-podcast/id1458534606

